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Monte Carlo Yachts Becomes First Yacht
Builder to Feature Raymarine DockSense
Alert

Luxury Yacht Builder Unveils Assisted Docking Solution on the New MCY 76
Skylounge

ARLINGTON, Va. 5th October 2020 – FLIR Systems, Inc. announced today its
Raymarine brand has collaborated with luxury yacht builder Monte Carlo
Yachts to be the first to factory install Raymarine DockSense® Alert on their
new yacht, the Monte Carlo MCY 76 Skylounge. DockSense Alert provides the



MCY 76 Skylounge with the recreational marine industry's first intelligent
object recognition and motion-sensing dock assistant, empowering captains
to maneuver tight quarters and dock with confidence.

Monte Carlo Yachts, the renowned Italian builder of award-winning motor
yachts, is focused on delivering bespoke customer experiences with each
model. Upon the customer request, Raymarine worked closely with Monte
Carlo Yacht's designers to craft a five-camera DockSense Alert solution that
provides the MCY 76 Skylounge captain with unprecedented situational
awareness. Fully integrated to the MCY 76 Skylounge's Raymarine Axiom XL
system, DockSense Alert enhances the captain's docking perspective and
overall visibility around the vessel. At the same time, DockSense Alert
provides smart audible and visible alerts to inform the captain when an
object is close to the vessel, greatly simplifying the entire docking
experience.

"We are committed to making yachting safer and more enjoyable for everyone
on board," said Gregoire Outters, General Manager for FLIR Systems’
Raymarine brand business. "The DockSense Alert docking assistant is a new
category of innovation for the yachting industry, and we are excited to work
with Monte Carlo Yachts and other world-class yacht builders to continue
pushing the boundaries of yacht design and engineering."

DockSense Alert systems for boat builders are available for integration now.
Boat builders and integrators can learn how to create a bespoke DockSense
Alert solution by visiting www.raymarine.eu/docksense/
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About FLIR Systems, Inc.

Founded in 1978, FLIR Systems is a world-leading industrial technology company
focused on intelligent sensing solutions for defense and industrial applications.
FLIR Systems' vision is to be "The World's Sixth Sense, creating technologies to
help professionals make more informed decisions that save lives and livelihoods.
For more information, please visitwww.flir.com and follow @flir.

About Raymarine brand

Raymarine, a FLIR Systems brand, makes high-performance marine electronics for
the recreational boating and light commercial marine markets. With a legacy of
marine navigation technology spanning over 80 years, Raymarine products are
renowned today for their ease-of-use, rugged design, and reliability. We are
continually innovating to deliver best-in-class sensors and intelligent navigation
systems - making boaters’ time on the water safer and more fun. Our range of
marine electronics are available through a global network of dealers and
distributors. For more information, visit www.raymarine.com.

About Monte Carlo Yachts

Genuinely Italian in its management, designers and artisanal skills, Monte Carlo
Yachts is the Italian brand dedicated to crafting timeless luxury motor yachts
supported by the industrial strengths of French Group Beneteau.

The MCY Collection currently includes the MCY 66, MCY 70, MCY 76, MCY 80,
MCY 86, MCY 96 and MCY 105. Furthermore, Monte Carlo Yachts has enriched its
range with the new MCY Skylounge Collection which includes the MCY 70
Skylounge and the recently launched MCY 76 Skylounge
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